The expanding scale and increasing rate of marine biological invasions have been documented since the early 20th century. Besides their global ecological and economic impacts, nonindigenous species (NIS) also have attracted much attention as opportunities to explore important eco-evolutionary processes such as rapid adaptation, long-distance dispersal and range expansion, and secondary contacts between divergent evolutionary lineages. In this context, genetic tools have been extensively used in the past 20 years. Three important issues appear to have emerged from such studies. First, the study of NIS has revealed unexpected cryptic diversity in what had previously been assumed homogeneous entities. Second, there has been surprisingly little evidence of strong founder events accompanying marine introductions, a pattern possibly driven by large propagule loads. Third, the evolutionary processes leading to successful invasion have been difficult to ascertain due to faint genetic signals. Here we explore the potential of novel tools associated with high-throughput sequencing (HTS) to address these still pressing issues. Dramatic increase in the number of loci accessible via HTS has the potential to radically increase the power of analyses aimed at species delineation, exploring the population genomic consequences of range expansions, and examining evolutionary processes such as admixture, introgression, and adaptation. Nevertheless, the value of this new wealth of genomic data will ultimately depend on the ability to couple it with expanded "traditional" efforts, including exhaustive sampling of marine populations over large geographic scales, integrated taxonomic analyses, and population level exploration of quantitative trait differentiation through common-garden and other laboratory experiments.
Introduction
Invasive species are widely recognized for their negative ecological and economic impacts, and have been implicated as one of the major drivers of global biodiversity decline (Brook et al. 2008 ). In part this reflects direct negative impacts of introduced species on native populations through competitive, predatory, or other ecological interactions (Simberloff 2005) . More subtle but equally destructive is the trend toward biotic homogenization at regional and even global scales, leading many observers to recognize earth's entry into an unprecedented new era in biogeographic history (Mooney and Cleland 2001) . At the same time, biological invasions frequently provide opportunities to glean insights into important biological processes associated with global change (Moran and Alexander 2014) . The ability of populations to cope with rapidly changing environmental conditions is a central and timely question in evolutionary ecology, particularly given observations of ongoing ecological and evolutionary changes in response to anthropogenic stressors at multiple spatial and temporal scales (Parmesan 2006; Poloczanska et al. 2013) . The deliberate or accidental translocation of populations outside their native range by human activities continues to occur across extended latitudinal ranges, oceans, and ecosystems (Molnar et al. 2008) . The ability of certain populations to establish and spread in biotic and abiotic environments in which they have no evolutionary history-the so-called "paradox of invasion" (Sax and Brown 2000) -suggests that study of these systems may deepen our understanding of the biotic interactions, demographic patterns, and ecoevolutionary processes leading to success in the face of rapidly changing environmental conditions.
A review of literature published since 1990 suggests that population genetics and related scientific fields (e.g., phylogeography, parentage analyses, molecular barcoding, quantitative genetics) have become popular approaches for understanding patterns and mechanisms associated with establishment of non-native species (Viard and Comtet 2016) . The questions addressed by means of these genetic tools are diverse and apply to all stages of the invasion process. Marine non-native species are no exception, with important progress made during the past 25 years, as highlighted in a number of recent reviews (Roman and Darling 2007; Geller et al. 2010; Rius et al. (2015) ; Viard and Comtet 2016) ; however, genetic studies of marine invaders are nevertheless considerably less common than those of their terrestrial and freshwater counterparts. A literature survey by Rius et al. (2015) of all studies published to 2013 reported fewer than 60 taxa that have been introduced to Europe for which population genetics analyses sensu lato were available, representing only a small fraction of the 1369 introduced species reported in European marine waters (Katsanevakis et al. 2013) .
Although genetic studies of marine non-native taxa are relatively uncommon, the taxa that have been investigated are diverse enough (e.g., molluscs, tunicates, algae, etc.) to highlight several consistent findings. In particular, 3 observations have been consistently reported in marine invasion genetic studies:
1. There is a surprisingly high number of cryptic and/or cryptogenic species among marine taxa. Genetic studies, particularly those carried out to determine invader origins, frequently uncover previously unrecognized diversity. These findings have implications for our ability to reconstruct historical species assemblages and understand ecological processes acting at community levels. 2. Founder events in introduced populations are far from being the rule when considering non-native marine taxa. This result has important consequences for understanding the processes of establishment and identifying the drivers by which a species may become invasive. The relationship between genetic diversity and the success of introduced marine populations thus remains uncertain. 3. It remains unclear to what degree adaptation drives the success of introduced populations. To date, only few studies have directly addressed the role that adaptive processes may play in the course of marine invasions. Exploration of these processes is critical not only for understanding the evolutionary context of marine invasions, but also to evaluate the extent to which marine invasions may serve as case studies for rapid evolutionary response to environmental change.
The vast majority of genetic studies addressing marine invasions have to this point been based on what we will refer to here as "traditional" tools and techniques (e.g., Sanger sequencing, phylogenetic reconstructions using standard mitochondrial loci, population genetic inference based on a small number of microsatellite loci, etc.). In this article, we wish to explore the potential for rapidly emerging new approaches based primarily on high-throughput sequencing (HTS) to address the issues outlined above. Such approaches are increasingly being proposed as means to overcome limitations imposed by traditional methods. HTS-based population genomics analyses offer the opportunity to query simultaneously thousands of markers spread over the genome, and thus potentially address a larger spectrum of ecological and evolutionary processes previously inaccessible (Ellegren 2014) . They also provide tools capable of characterizing entire biological communities with unprecedented sampling throughput (Cristescu 2014) . As illustrated elsewhere in this special issue, these methods are already yielding new insights into the evolutionary ecology of marine species. Here we explore specifically their application to marine invasions, with particular emphasis on the potential for these new tools to overcome existing methodological limitations to addressing the issues highlighted above.
Understanding Patterns of Marine Invasions: Resolving Cryptic and Cryptogenic Taxa
It is very likely that we have vastly underestimated the degree to which anthropogenic introductions have reshaped marine biogeography (Geller et al. 2010) . The large number of cryptogenic species in marine systems is only 1 indication that translocation by human activities has likely shuffled marine biodiversity for centuries without notice. In addition, it is certainly the case that a substantial proportion of introduced species remain undetected (Carlton 2009 ). This may be because those species are secretive, establishing at low densities in poorly studied habitats or belonging to taxa that present challenges to traditional survey methods, or because they are observed but mistaken for native species. Furthermore, the high frequency with which known invasive marine species are revealed to be closely related complexes of evolutionary lineages (many likely independent cryptic species themselves) provides additional indication that we have yet to fully appreciate the role of invasions in altering patterns of marine biodiversity. In all such cases, the application of genetic and genomic tools may considerably enhance our ability to resolve contemporary biogeographic patterns, and to infer historical changes in such patterns.
Perhaps the most obvious application of these tools lies in delineating current distributions of invasive marine species. Unfortunately, traditional approaches to species distribution monitoring exhibit limitations that may render them insufficiently robust to support such efforts (Pfrender et al. 2010) . Classical biodiversity inventories have relied on expert identifications of species based on morphological taxonomy. Such methods continue to be invaluable, but they are labor intensive and therefore often slow and expensive, and they rely on a dwindling institutional capacity for expert taxonomic identification. In addition, they are limited by an inability to identify individuals for which diagnostic morphological characters may be absent, such as subadults or members of species lacking useful identification keys (Besansky et al. 2003) . These challenges are even more pronounced for certain important and speciose groups that resist morphological description, such as eukaryotic meiofauna (Creer et al. 2010) .
For the past decade, DNA barcoding has been offered as a partial solution to the problems facing traditional biodiversity assessments (Hebert et al. 2003) . Despite acknowledged theoretical and practical limitations, DNA barcoding has been widely adopted to improve species-level identifications of individual organisms and to highlight possible cases of previously undescribed diversity, in both research and environmental management contexts. More recently, the potential value of this approach has been expanded dramatically through marriage with HTS (Cristescu 2014) . Metabarcoding-the simultaneous barcoding of large numbers of individuals collected in a single complex environmental sample-offers the possibility of biodiversity assessments with processing throughput that far outstrips the ability of traditional approaches based on morphological identification (Taberlet et al. 2012; Comtet et al. 2015) .
These approaches can support efforts to better understand distributions of introduced species in 2 different ways. First, they offer enhanced efficiency of detection over traditional methods, particularly for rare and hard-to-detect species. This, combined with the expected cost effectiveness of large scale metabarcoding studies compared with standard monitoring efforts, could lead to dramatic increases in the number of observations and thus far more thorough descriptions of species distributions. Second, the ability to discriminate between cryptic species or evolutionary lineages provides taxonomic resolution typically unavailable to traditional approaches, potentially resulting in more accurate and more detailed distributional data. A number of recent studies have begun to demonstrate these benefits at multiple spatial scales. For instance, Pochon et al. (2013) recently determined that metabarcoding based on the Cytochrome c oxidase I (COI) locus could detect larvae of the widely invasive seastar Asteria amurensis in environmental samples with sensitivity levels comparable to quantitative Polymerase Chain Reaction (qPCR) assays, and Zhan et al. (2013) demonstrated highsensitivity detection of rare species, including known invasive species, artificially introduced into complex plankton communities. In 1 notable recent study, Zaiko et al. (2015a) showed that metabarcoding efforts could detect invasive species in the Baltic Sea far more effectively than could traditional monitoring approaches. The same authors similarly revealed the potential of metabarcoding to examine biodiversity being actively translocated via known vectors of anthropogenic introduction, such as ballast water (Zaiko et al. 2015b) . Further expanding the possible utility of these methods are a number of studies suggesting that accurate surveys for marine taxa can be conducted using environmental DNA (eDNA) in marine systems (Thomsen et al. 2012; Kelly et al. 2014) . Overall, there is reason to believe that such approaches may be particularly valuable in marine and other aquatic environments, where traditional survey methods can be especially challenging and the capture of eDNA may be especially likely.
These results all illustrate the capacity of metabarcoding approaches to detect non-native species even for rare taxa and for difficult to identify meroplankton species (Thomsen et al. 2012; Lindeque et al. 2013) , while simultaneously gathering information on overall community diversity, including for taxonomic groups previously shielded from inquiry. Such efforts stand to provide critically important assistance in resolving the invasive status of many taxa. Of particular note is the capacity of metabarcoding to facilitate socalled "passive surveillance" (Simmons et al. 2016) . Although genetic tools are often applied to understand species distributions via targeted monitoring (most frequently through species-specific Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) or other probe-based methodologies), metabarcoding provides opportunity to gather information on taxa not identified a priori as surveillance targets. Thus, not only would the broad application of metabarcoding efforts provide more accurate estimates of the current distributions of known invasives, it could potentially uncover and provide detailed distribution information on previously unrecognized invasive species. All of this is crucial, as uncertainty in known distribution accounts for much confusion surrounding many species of indeterminate provenance, particularly when questions arise regarding putative native ranges or disjunctions in observed global distributions (Carlton 2009 ). For instance, of 10 criteria adopted by Chapman and Carlton (1991) to determine introduced status of a species, 4 of them require detailed knowledge of that species' distribution. False or incomplete knowledge of distribution could seriously impair assessments of species status and even result in mistaken identification of species as native or invasive. More thorough understanding of species distributions driven by metabarcoding studies thus has the potential to reduce substantially the high frequency of cryptogenic and pseudoindigenous species (species for which native origins are either unknown or mistaken) that persists among marine taxa (Carlton 2009) .
Despite the promise held by metabarcoding approaches, there remain a number of pressing questions regarding their ultimate utility for surveillance of marine invasions. The primary challenge lies in the difficulty of interpreting sequences that appear at very low frequencies in metabarcoding datasets. Singleton sequences are especially problematic: If a taxon is represented by only a single sequence, is that a true reflection of that species' rarity in the environmental sample, or is it simply an error that should be discarded when processing the raw sequence data? One study of microbial populations found that diversity of rare species could be grossly overestimated unless very stringent filtering protocols were adopted to remove likely sequencing errors (Kunin et al. 2010 ). However, Zhan et al. (2014) also recently demonstrated that greater stringency in the removal of presumed artifacts eliminated sequences representing rare species present in the sample, with the effect being most pronounced for those species with lowest relative biomass. Future solutions to this problem will likely involve strategies that employ internal and external references to establish baselines for the effects of artifacts, the development of advanced algorithms for error detection in processing HTS datasets, and the use of multiple barcode loci to provide independent estimates of diversity from a single sample.
Estimates of abundance from HTS data also remain problematic. Recent studies suggest that at least rough abundance estimates can already be generated with metabarcoding data (Kelly et al. 2014; Elbrecht and Leese 2015) . Despite these advances, it appears that metabarcoding approaches may in fact have intrinsic limitations in this regard. At the very least, differences across species in body size, cellular density, and mitochondrial copy number, along with variability in PCR amplification efficiency, will render it very difficult metabarcoding studies to achieve the abundance standard-absolute abundance based on individual counts-adopted in many traditional biodiversity monitoring contexts. In addition to further advances in abundance estimation, the utility of metabarcoding may therefore also depend on development of biodiversity indices based on presence/absence data alone (e.g., Aylagas et al. 2014) or the implementation of rigorously designed sampling strategies that allow indirect inference of target population densities underlying patterns of positive detections (e.g., Jerde et al. 2011) .
A further challenge to the wide application of metabarcoding is the sufficiency of reference libraries. Contrary to the ideal of a single barcode for all species, numerous studies have now indicated that different loci are necessary for different taxa, and suggest that multiple loci will likely be necessary to interpret biodiversity in complex communities (Cristescu 2014) . Furthermore, adequacy of data can vary widely across taxa and across study locations, and in many cases may be insufficient to support direct assignment at the species level (Trebitz et al. 2015) . These findings imply that full assignment of metabarcode sequences to species level will be impossible with currently available databases.
Nevertheless, there are several reasons to believe that metabarcoding studies may yet prove valuable for understanding distributions of non-native diversity. For one thing, useful information can be gathered even when only a fraction of barcode sequences can be assigned to known species. For instance, a recent assessment of reference libraries for the Great Lakes suggests that metabarcoding efforts will have a very high likelihood of accurately characterizing fish assemblages in that region, including both native and non-native species, even if a substantial proportion of non-fish barcodes yield no species-level taxonomic information (Trebitz et al. 2015) . In addition, even when species-level matches are unavailable barcodes can correctly be assigned to higher level taxonomic groups (genus or family; Wilson et al. 2011) , potentially facilitating assignment of nonnative status even if species-level identification is unavailable. It is also clear that in some cases, sufficient human and financial resources exist to support rapid accumulation of reference sequences for high profile taxa or regions. Indeed, for some well-studied systems reference libraries may already be sufficiently robust to support active metabarcoding surveillance (Raupach et al. 2015) .
It is worth noting that in the face of rapid ongoing improvements in metabarcoding technologies, in particular in relation to primer design (e.g., for targeting specific taxonomic groups) and bioinformatic pipelines, it is crucial to establish rigorous DNA sample archiving policies. Proper archiving of DNA collected from environmental samples will enable not only long-term longitudinal surveys but also possibly a posteriori identification of non-indigenous species (NIS) first undetected because of technical limitations. Although archived HTS sequence databases allow re-analysis based on new bioinformatics workflows, archived DNA could be explored using different loci capable of discriminating taxa unrecognized in initial studies (or newly identified via independent integrated taxonomic efforts), or could even be subjected to analyses based on novel technologies that generate more robust data than currently available. DNA samples are typically archived by individual researchers, as DNA is relatively amenable to inexpensive long-term storage. However, the utility of such collections is limited outside of the research groups that generated them, and at this time we are not aware of any broadly available, well curated archives of DNA generated from monitoring surveys.
As noted above, 1 persistent challenge in accurately assessing the distribution of introduced marine species is the problem of crypsis. Marine systems are replete with cryptic species complexes (Appeltans et al. 2012) , and examples of molecular studies uncovering such complexes are far too numerous to discuss in any detail here (Geller et al. 2010; Riesgo et al. 2015) . The recognition of cryptic species is especially pervasive-and problematic-in the case of marine invasions, where uncertainty in the identities of introduced taxa can result in misguided management strategies and can obscure true introduction pathways and invasion pressures (McGlashan et al. 2008; Knapp et al. 2015) . Unfortunately, the identification of cryptic lineages via phylogeographic or population genetic studies is typically made on the basis of molecular results from 1 or very few genetic loci (often standard barcoding loci such as COI and 18S), and should thus most prudently be taken as taxonomic hypotheses rather than definitive statements on species identity. The result is a literature scattered with untested hypothetical records of undescribed marine biodiversity.
Ideally, such hypotheses would be addressed through rigorous integrative taxonomic efforts that employ both DNA-based and traditional systematic approaches to delineate true species boundaries and inform systematic revisions (Pante et al. 2015a) . For example, after the identification of 4 cryptic lineages within the invasive vase tunicate Ciona intestinalis, a taxonomic revision based on joint molecular and morphological analyses resulted in acceptance of 2 names for 2 of these lineages, namely C. intestinalis (formerly recognized as C. intestinalis type A) and C. robusta (formerly known as C. intestinalis type B; Brunetti et al. 2015) . Unfortunately, this is a rather exceptional case among invasive marine species, reflecting unusually high investment in a species complex that has been adopted as a model system in various fields. For the majority of species without such resources, novel genomic methods driven by HTS may help to delineate species even in the absence of dedicated integrative efforts. The advent of HTS has already facilitated species delimitation studies by providing ready access to vast numbers of informative genomic loci even in non-model systems. Such recently developed tools as restriction site associated DNA (RAD) tags are already being used to test hypotheses of interspecific relationships and to clarify boundaries between cryptic lineages (Pante et al. 2015b) . By allowing analysis of data from large numbers of unlinked genomic loci, these HTS-driven methods stand to overcome limitations of single-marker approaches to species delimitation, such as incongruence between gene and species trees caused by incomplete lineage sorting or other evolutionary phenomena. These options bring considerably greater power to DNA-based inferences of systematic relationships, and thus promise novel solutions in the integrative taxonomic toolkit. Future applications of these tools could aid considerably in clarifying the diversity of introduced marine lineages, thus providing greater insight into the degree to which invasions have reshaped marine communities.
How Do Invasions Affect Genetic Diversity in Marine Organisms?
The invasion genetics literature published at the end of the 20th century revealed great hope in the use of polymorphic markers (e.g., microsatellites, Amplified Fragment Length Polymorphisms (AFLPs), Random Amplified Polymorphic DNAs (RAPDs)) to examine the genetic diversity of introduced populations and compare them to putative sources in the native range, in order to examine the importance of genetic drift and the consequences of founder events during the introduction and colonization stages (Sakai et al. 2001) . Introduced populations are reasonably assumed to be seeded by only a small number of organisms, and a robust theoretical framework predicts that a reduction in population size leaves distinct genetic footprints such as reduction in overall genetic diversity, number of alleles or average heterozygosity, with variable magnitude depending on the size of the bottleneck and subsequent population growth rate (Nei et al. 1975) . In non-native species, these founder effects are expected to influence the success of the invasion and possibly to explain the widely observed phenomenon of a postestablishment lag phase (Roman and Darling 2007; Dlugosch and Parker 2008; Bock et al. 2015) . However, a number of studies have suggested that various mechanisms can lead to violations of that expectation, including multiple and repeated introductions as well as individual introductions with extremely high propagule loads. When a large numbers of individuals are introduced, either from a single diverse source or from a collection of multiple sources, the likelihood increases of introducing genotypes that exhibit high fitness under the ecological conditions found in the new range (i.e., "pre-adapted" genotype), or alternatively of providing sufficient substrate on which selection may act (i.e., selection on standing genetic variation (Barrett and Schluter 2008) ; see Section " How Commonand How Important-Is Adaptation during the Invasion Process?"). In addition, with repeated introductions from multiple sources, new genetic combinations ("evolutionary novelties") could arise from admixture resulting from intraspecific crosses between individuals with different genetic backgrounds (Rius et al. 2015) .
Examining the relationship between propagule pressure, the demography of introduction events, and the genetic consequences of founder events has thus been a central feature of invasion genetics. Propagule pressure has been proposed as a main factor contributing to the success of invasive species notably because an increase in number of founders is expected to decrease demographic stochasticity, reduce negative Allee effects, and increase the likelihood of introducing pre-adapted genotypes (Lockwood et al. 2005; Simberloff 2009 ). This hypothesis is of particular importance in marine systems, given that many marine species display life-history traits that may favor transport and release of large numbers of propagules. For example, the vast majority of the marine invertebrates (>70%; Mileikovsky 1971) are characterized by a benthopelagic cycle, with a free floating dispersive stage released in large quantities (typically, more than a few thousands of larvae per female). This is exemplified by the mollusc Crepidula fornicata, native to North America and invasive in Europe; at each reproduction event, the female releases on average 10,000 to 20,000 larvae . Repeated introductions in time, from a single or multiple sources, is also an important facet of propagule pressure in marine systems, as revealed by genetic analyses (Geller et al. 2010; Rius et al. 2015) . C. fornicata is also well-illustrating this feature: this mollusc was first introduced at the end of the 19th century, probably with spats of the American oyster Crassostrea virginica, from NE America. Then, massive accidental introductions were documented in the 1970s with the intentional introduction of the Pacific oyster Crassostrea gigas from Asia and NW America (Riquet et al. 2013 and references herein). Furthermore, the small size of these invertebrates' larvae (typically in the range of 50-500 mm) makes them almost undetectable and thus favors their accidental transport. Some vectors such as ballast water are particularly efficient in delivering a large quantity of propagules (>1000) and very high number of taxa (>100) in a single inoculum (Gollasch 2008) . Further contributing to invasion success may be the availability of life history stages that can lie dormant for months to years, and remain able to germinate when returned to favorable conditions (e.g., Briski et al. 2011) . Altogether, the extraordinary fecundity, complex life-cycle, and large population sizes of many marine species make them excellent candidates for the delivery of high propagule pressures (Roman and Darling 2007) .
The high propagule pressure suspected for many marine organisms should lead to a large number of founders and consequently to substantial genetic diversity in the introduced populations of marine species. In agreement with this prediction, in their review of ca. 80 marine invasion genetic studies, Rius et al. (2015) showed that introduced populations in Europe most often display genetic diversity similar to populations from the native range. In other words, marine invaders appear to be genetically quite diverse. Little to moderate loss of genetic diversity has been also documented in many terrestrial and freshwater environments (Dlugosch and Parker 2008) , but marine species show even less pronounced relative changes in gene diversity between native and introduced populations, when excluding enzymatic markers (Figure 1 ). Such genetically highly diverse invasive populations support the hypothesis that adaptation from standing genetic variation may be an important process in marine invasions (see Section "How Common-and How Important-Is Adaptation during the Invasion Process?").
Continued uncertainty regarding the importance of genetic diversity in marine invasions is rooted in part in limitations of traditional genetic tools for disentangling the complex relationships between diversity, demography, and colonization success. There are a number of ways in which population genomic approaches built on HTS technology might advance our understanding of these relationships. One important opportunity lies in unravelling the mystery of the sources of marine introductions. Without accurate reconstruction of invasion history, it is impossible to reasonably assess changes in genetic diversity associated with the introduction process. Unfortunately, the use of population genetics to study historical patterns of invasion is often limited by the very low genetic structure characterizing many marine organisms (Geller et al. 2010; Gagnaire et al. 2015) . Indices used to measure genetic structure between populations, like F st -based estimates, frequently display very low values in marine organisms (Selkoe and Toonen 2011) . For instance, using data from Weersing and Toonen (2009) , F st values (averaged across species) at microsatellites loci range from 0.0016 in Echinodermata to 0.18 in Cnidaria. The few exceptions in the literature documenting very high F st are likely explained by cryptic species and problems of species delineation (Pante et al. 2015c ). This low genetic structure is likely often due to the combined effect of large effective population size and large migration rate (see Editorial and Box 1 in Gagnaire et al. 2015 for detailed explanations) common to marine invaders, as shown with a few examples provided in Table 1. HTS-based genotyping approaches (for instance, GenotypingBy-Sequencing [GBS] techniques) promise to help overcome these limitations by delivering hundreds to thousands of markers at once, and thus allow for a higher statistical power in detecting small genetic variations, particularly when taking advantage of rare variants (O'Connor et al. 2014) or by selecting subsets of informative loci. For instance, Benestan et al. (2015) used >10,000 Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms (SNPs) identified from RAD sequencing (a GBS technique; Davey and Blaxter 2011) to examine fine-scale genetic structure of the American lobster, a species for which previous genetic studies supported the view of panmixia over a large geographic range. These authors showed that the average assignment rates to lobster sampling sites increased from 60.2% to 80.8% when selecting the 500 and 3000 most differentiated SNPs, respectively, compared with an assignment success rate of only 8.9% with all loci. The efficiency of HTS-based studies to examine the genetic structure of marine NIS was shown in 1 recent study of the globally invasive marine crab Carcinus maenas (Tepolt and Palumbi 2015) . Those authors illustrated how a panel of >10,000 SNPs could reveal significant differentiation between invasive populations that were not distinguished previously based on mtDNA or microsatellites. Although such approaches offer substantial advantages over traditional methods for reconstructing invasion history, significant hurdles still remain. For instance, studies based on very large numbers of markers, though they provide greater power to resolve genetic divergence, may also exhibit higher sensitivity to sampling issues and linkage disequilibrium (Waples 2015) . In addition, HTS-based genotyping of neutral markers is unlikely to fully overcome the effect of large effective population size (Gagnaire et al. 2015) . Finally, for identifying routes and sources, no genetic approach can avoid the requirement for adequate sampling in both the introduced and invasive range; this includes sampling as much as possible all putative sources and develop a sampling strategy that takes into account the genetic structure in the native range (Geller et al. 2010) .
In this context, the nature of the loci (i.e., neutral vs. linked to loci under selection) is a major factor to consider. When analyzing thousands of markers spread over the genome, some of them may be linked to selected regions of the genome and behave non-neutrally, e.g., show an exceptionally high level of spatial differentiation. They are often called "selected" loci although in practice they are not (2008) were used with similar data retrieved from relevant studies reviewed by Rius et al. (2015) . The 2 dataset were merged. Relative changes of Ar and He were computed as explained in Dlugosch and Parker (2008) for each species and values averaged across species sorted in 3 categories (Freshwater, Marine, and Terrestrial) . Mean values and standard errors are provided. The data used are all from proteins (enzymatic markers) and nuclear markers (AFLPs, RAPDs, SSRs, nuclear genes), thus excluding mitochondrial data. Plain bars correspond to all studies whatever the markers used and hatched bars stand for all studies excluding those with enzymatic markers. The number of species (n) examined is indicated for each subset. The number and type of marker used, as well as the number of populations from the native range (n pop ) and introduced range (i pop ) studied are indicated ; F st indicates the average pairwise F st between 2 native (nn), 2 introduced (ii), or 1 native and 1 introduced (ni) populations. In the Crassostrea case, introduced populations have been split into northern and southern populations (cf. text).
shown or even assumed to be under direct selection. Using such outliers might be a promising approach as compared to simply increasing the number of neutrally behaving loci. The benefits of this approach have been pointed out by several authors in a biological conservation framework; Funk et al. (2012) advocated for a combined use of neutral and outlier markers for defining conservation units, in particular those that display different adaptive potential; Nielsen et al. (2012) showed that outliers may be particularly useful for assigning population of origins of fishes; and Gagnaire et al. (2015) proposed to use them to obtain genetically based inferences of dispersal in species with large effective population size. As noted above, a common theme in marine invasion genetics is the often weak traces of colonization history and low differentiation of invasive populations. Using markers influenced by selection could be particularly relevant in this situation, as the large effective population size of marine species should strongly increase the efficiency of selection and the likelihood to detect outliers (Allendorf et al. 2010 ). For instance, native populations of the mollusc C. fornicata are so weakly genetically structured that inferring the source populations of its introduction in Europe was not possible using neutral markers, including with a large set of AFLPs and microsatellites (Table 1 ; Riquet et al. 2013) . However, based on allelic frequencies obtained at 8 outliers identified with a genome-scan (see Table 1 and details in Section "How Common-and How Important-Is Adaptation during the Invasion Process?"), the southern part of the native range could confidently be excluded as a source of the European populations.
Population genomics also provides novel opportunities to explore directly the complex relationships between sequential founder events, genetic diversity, and the ecological success of colonizing populations. GBS combined with other HTS-based tools (e.g., RNAseq) allow the joint analyses of changes in gene expression and allele frequency, at both neutral and non-neutral genes, at very early stages of colonization. Two facets of colonization dynamics are of particular importance at these early stages, even prior to longerterm adaptive responses (Section "How Common-and How Important-Is Adaptation during the Invasion Process?"): allelic changes in relation to stochastic processes, like those arising with gene surfing at expansion fronts; and processes associated with admixture. The former may be an important but underappreciated aspect of the invasion process. Recent empirical and theoretical work suggests that the demographic patterns associated with rapidly expanding populations can result in dramatic changes in genetic variation with potential relevance to fitness (Peischl and Excoffier 2015) . Genomic studies are now beginning to clarify the interplay of demography, genetic variation, and adaptation, and to reveal which demographic patterns are the most relevant to adaptive potential of colonizing populations (Lohmueller 2014; Peischl and Excoffier 2015) . For instance, Peischl et al. (2013) demonstrated that demographic patterns at expansion fronts of colonizing populations can result in the accumulation of deleterious mutations, and that thus "expansion load" can have dramatic long-term effects on population fitness (Peischl et al. 2013) . Future empirical tests of such phenomena will doubtless be driven by application of HTS-based tools to non-model systems, including invasive populations which may offer ideal opportunities to consider the evolutionary drivers of range expansion (Rius and Darling 2014) .
Many marine non-native species are associated with multiple potential vectors of introduction ("polyvectic" sensu Carlton and Ruiz (2015) ). Not only does polyvectism potentially increase propagule pressure, it also has the capacity to increase the diversity of introduced propagule pools by sampling from different populations within the native range. Repeated introductions from multiple sources can also bring into contact different genetic lineages, and thus both promote admixture and increase the genetic diversity of introduced populations (as compared to local native populations; Rius et al. 2015) . Admixture patterns have been suspected of some marine invaders, although it has proven somewhat difficult to document due to the lack of detectable genetic structure in many marine species (Rius et al. 2015) . Nevertheless, growing evidence suggests an important role for admixture in driving success of introduced populations (Rius and Darling 2014) . For instance, it has been suggested that admixture during range expansions could mitigate the aforementioned effects of expansion load due to gene surfing of deleterious mutations at the expansion front (Box 1; Peischl and Excoffier 2015) . In 1 study, by comparing recent and past introductions of the Box 1-Patterns of adaptive evolution in introduced populations.
The simplest pattern (Figure 2A ) involves a contrast between the source and recipient environments; adaptive differences will arise at this scale as a result of adaptation to general novel features of the new environment. However, the often considerable geographic extent of marine NIS makes it very likely that conditions will vary locally across both native and introduced ranges. In that case, adaptive evolution will take the form of ongoing adaptation to local environmental gradients ( Figure 2B ) and will tend to increase differentiation of selected traits or of loci under selection within the introduced range (potentially paralleling the structure of the native range). Other mechanisms of evolution during invasion do not rely on specific spatial structure of the environment. A contrast may develop between populations at the front of the expanding NIS population and more anciently invaded core populations ( Figure 2C ) if the foundation of new populations selectively filters phenotypes that favor colonization in open habitats; such phenotypes might later be replaced by others that are fitter in stable populations at carrying capacity, presumably evolving back toward the traits of native, nonexpanding populations, as the invasion front progresses and front populations become core populations. This transient "evolution for invasiveness" is illustrated by cane toads in Australia, where higher leg lengths (providing higher dispersal) are found in front than in core populations (Phillips et al. 2006) . However, front populations are also subject to other, non-adaptive transient effects. Indeed deleterious alleles might occasionally rise in frequency by chance as populations go through successive local founder events, creating a transient "expansion load" that is later compensated by immigration and homogenization within the general gene pool of the invaded range (Peischl et al. 2013; Peischl and Excoffier 2015) . Finally, NIS may encounter related evolutionary lineages (at either the intra-or interspecific level) and start to exchange genes with them ( Figure 2D) . Each of the 4 situations (A, B, C, and D) has different temporal dynamics. In addition, they are expected to leave a distinct spatial signature in the form of a spatial contrast in the breeding values for some quantitative trait under selection or in allele frequencies at a selected locus.
plant Silene vulgaris, Keller et al. (2014) suggested that that the role for admixture mainly occurs in the short term by helping introduced populations to overcome inbreeding and demographic stochasticity through an increase in heterozygosity. In marine invertebrates, heterozygosity and genetic diversity are often large even at early stages of the invasion, suggesting that this mechanism may not fully explain the success of marine NIS. The mechanisms underlying the fitness consequences of admixture still remain poorly understood, particularly in marine systems, where few sufficiently detailed empirical investigations of admixture patterns exist. In 1 outstanding example, transcriptomic analysis of the globally invasive marine crab C. maenas uncovered putative adaptive loci, including loci related to thermal tolerance which may play important roles in shaping genetic structure in an admixture zone between 2 different invasive lineages in the western Atlantic (Tepolt and Palumbi 2015) . HTS-based methods thus may lay the groundwork for understanding how the interplay of admixture and selection shapes patterns of C. maenas diversity in that region, and ultimately modulates the ecological impacts of this invasive species.
The advent of HTS and its applicability to non-model organisms has opened new analytical avenues in quantifying the timing and genetic contributions of parent lineages to admixed populations, for instance, to depict the changes in the genome architecture after admixture, compare if similar changes occurred across different invasion ranges and examine fitness consequences of admixture. Whereas there is a paucity of data examining invasive populationsi.e., intra-specific level, already several studies have demonstrated the power of HTS for examining hybridization processes associated with non-native species introductions (Harrison and Larson 2014) . For example, transcriptomic approaches to examine genetic architecture and consequences of historical hybridization among species of Spartina, a genus of frequently invasive and hybridization-prone salt marsh grasses (Ferreira de Carvalho et al. 2013) . In 1 particularly ambitious study, Hohenlohe et al. (2013) used RAD sequencing to genotype over 3,000 SNPs diagnostic of the species boundary between invasive rainbow trout Onchorhynchus mykiss and native westslope cutthroat trout Oncorhynchus clarkii lewisi in the Flathead River basin of western Canada and the United States. That analysis included identification of presumably adaptive "super invasive" alleles that showed unexpectedly high admixture proportions in hybrid populations, illustrating how HTS may enable far more detailed understanding of the evolutionary consequences of admixture than have previously been possible for most organisms. Another recent study by Saarman and Pogson (2015) used SNPs derived from RAD-sequencing to detect recent hybrids and backcrosses among Mytilus species, ultimately concluding that their frequency was low and suggesting that introgression is not extensive between the 2 species and that ecological drivers might overcome evolutionary processes due to introgression. Investigation of introgression is potentially complicated by the need to disentangle ancient and contemporary (post-invasion) admixture events. That challenge is exemplified by the introduction of the Pacific vase tunicate Ciona robusta in the European native range of its congener C. intestinalis. Apparent footprints of contemporary hybridization were shown to be actually footprints left by an ancient secondary contact (Bouchemousse et al. 2015) . Genome-wide studies allow to take into account that species boundaries are semipermeable, i.e., with gene flow which varies in intensity along the genome, and thus identify genomic regions involved in genetic incompatibilities between divergent lineages as well as to distinguish between past and contemporary admixture and hybridization processes. It is worth noting the importance of temporal sampling for exploring these relationships between propagule pressure, demographic patterns, and fitness of introduced marine population. Careful archiving of DNA, particularly in the case of rapidly shifting ranges that characterize many marine invasive species, could offer unprecedented Figure 2 . Different types of adaptive or phenotypic evolution accompanying an invasion, their typical effects on spatial and temporal patterns, and potential confounding factors generating similar patterns of spatial differentiation at neutral loci or at loci involved in traits not involved in adaptation to the environment.
opportunities to examine the genomic changes that accompany the various stages of invasion.
How Common-and How Important-Is Adaptation during the Invasion Process?
Invasions at least transiently displace species and communities from their former evolutionary trajectory by putting together a species and a community with no previous coevolutionary history, or by placing a species in an environment where it has had no history of adaptation. This mismatch is bound to create strong selection pressures on both the invasive species itself and species in the recipient community (Facon et al. 2006) , and hence, given appropriate genetic variance, to trigger rapid adaptive evolution. Here we focus on NIS evolution although response to NIS by natives can also be addressed (Lau and terHorst 2015) . Although the premise (a mismatch between NIS and recipient environment) is simple, the specificities of invasion contexts result in a variety of selection pressures that follow distinctive spatial and temporal patterns (see Box 1). Although population genomic tools provide novel opportunities to uncover empirical evidence of these processes and to examine the drivers of evolutionary change in invasive populations, it is nevertheless important to consider existing limitations to these approaches and to emphasize the value of integrating genomic methods with traditional approaches to studying adaptive evolution.
The simplest way to provide evidence for adaptive evolution in marine NIS is still the study of quantitative trait differentiation between populations. As noted by Rius et al. (2015) , there is a striking paucity of studies on this subject, compared with those detailing spatial and temporal genetic structure in marine NIS. Although this situation is by no means unique to marine organisms, it is certainly more accentuated than for example in plants, in which several studies have compared introduced vs. native or successful vs. unsuccessful populations (Colautti and Lau 2015) . An important point is to distinguish genetic adaptation from phenotypic plasticity; this 
The first column gives the method used: quantification of phenotypic differentiation (PD) between 2 or more samples of individuals from the field; common-garden experiments (CG) and reciprocal transplants (RT). the second column indicates whether the observed phenotypic differences can be interpreted as the result of genetic variation, rather than phenotypic plasticity. In some cases CG or RT do not allow one to conclude over the genetic origin of the observed variation because individuals were transplanted to the laboratory or to other populations as adults, when they had already largely experienced the conditions of life in their original population. The third column, from Tepolt (2015) , indicates whether native (N), introduced (I), or both types of populations were sampled. The environmental variation column indicates whether or not there was an attempt to create or compare different environmental conditions. We distinguish plasticity studies (P) in which some traits are influenced by conditions of life (individual is born in these conditions and remains there; the environment might modify his ontogeny); from accommodation studies (a) in which the short-term physiological response is the main focus. The last column describes whether the reproduction is clonal (which simplifies matters when it comes to CG or RT, but are potentially compromised by maternal or somatic effects). References are those listed in Table 1 in Tepolt (2015) . ideally requires full-generation culture of different populations in common garden or reciprocal transplants; otherwise, contrasts among population means for a quantitative trait might reflect effects of the environments of origin on the ontogeny rather than differences in breeding values. Unfortunately such data are very rare. In a recent review by Tepolt (2015) , most of the published studies on quantitative traits that suggest adaptation in marine invasive species are in fact studies of phenotypic differentiation without commongarden or reciprocal-transplant design, most of them focusing on short-term accommodation to imposed environmental changes (e.g., temperature; see Table 2 ). This reflects the well-known difficulties faced by empiricists when trying to conduct inter-generational laboratory studies on marine animals. In only a few cases has a marine NIS been studied both in the native and introduced range, and using either common garden or reciprocal transplant experiments, e.g., Eurytemora affinis (Lee et al. 2011; Lee et al. 2012) . Because of these constraints on experimental approaches, molecular tools have been used as an alternative to examine adaptation in marine NIS. They have mostly taken the form of genome scans that look for outliers of spatial differentiation among populations from both the area of origin and the area of introduction. Though we are currently aware of only 3 studies applying these techniques to marine NIS (Table 1) , the approach is certain to increase in popularity given that the development of GBS considerably reduces the cost of typing several thousand of loci in individuals. Riquet et al. (2013) looked for outliers of differentiation among all populations in a set of 15 introduced and 7 native populations of C. fornicata. Although they did succeed in retrieving outlier loci, nearly all of them revealed a pattern of pronounced differentiation of 1 native population from all other introduced or native populations, a pattern likely reflecting a recognized biogeographic break that occurs near Cape Canaveral in Florida. In that case, outliers of differentiation indicate genomic regions in which introgression is opposed either by some form of divergent selection or by the presence of genes coding for genetic incompatibilities between the Northern and Southern forms. No outliers were found to reveal differences between introduced and native populations or among introduced populations-providing no evidence for adaptive processes accompanying invasion. Rohfritsch et al. (2013) looked for F st outliers in introduced populations of the oyster C. gigas in European coasts. Patterns of differentiation were dominated by effects of colonization history, producing distinct signatures in the northern and southern parts of the range. Interestingly, F st outliers did not highlight differences between northern and southern populations, but rather tended to consistently group together a few populations from both places. The authors concluded that either parallel adaptation to some common environmental feature of these populations or the shared footprint of an independent introduction event could explain this pattern. Unfortunately, testing these hypotheses would require considerable additional sampling within the source region.
Finally, Tepolt and Palumbi (2015) studied the invasion of C. maenas from Europe to America with a very large number of SNPs. In sharp contrast to Crepidula, this study uncovered strong genetic structure in the invasion; independent introductions and serial bottlenecks have left traces in the form of high F st between native and invasive populations (around 0.1) and among invasive ones (around 0-0.07), as well as significant loss in diversity. Tepolt and Palumbi (2015) did not perform a typical F st -scan approach, but instead calculated the reduction in F st when the 10% most differentiated loci were removed from the dataset, leaving a putatively neutral SNP panel. This selection affects F st in the native range much more than elsewhere, from which the authors conclude that local adaptation (to thermal conditions) contributes more to the overall genetic structure in the native than in the invasive range. However, this conclusion is probably hasty, as the study also revealed allelic diversity present in 1 introduced population that was absent in the native range, strongly suggesting that the true sources of the invasion remain unsampled. This finding emphasizes one of the many challenges of genomic approaches. As more loci are added, our power to detect subtle differences in genetic structure increases dramatically; however, in such conditions it becomes crucial to exactly identify source population as well as detailed invasion history (e.g., admixture events, secondary introductions, etc.). The failure to sample sources may result in a bias in background neutral expectations, which might be confounded with effects of adaptation.
It is also important to note that none of the 3 studies mentioned provided unequivocal evidence for adaptation during invasive processes, suggesting that F st scans of marine NIS may face intrinsic difficulties. As noted in Section "How Do Invasions Affect Genetic Diversity in Marine Organisms?" the large effective population size of marine invertebrates might seem to favor identification of outlier loci under selection, as they may stand out even if they undergo relatively modest changes in allele frequency. However, the large effective size of many marine populations is a double-edged sword. In addition to decreasing neutral background differentiation, it also reduces the chromosomal extent of linkage disequilibria. Marker loci will only be influenced by adaptive processes occurring at loci in their close chromosomal vicinity; hence, the probability that any given marker records a particular recent selective sweep is low. In addition, F st scans have intrinsic biases that are not specific to marine organisms. The most important is that they filter adaptations with a specific genetic architecture, involving few loci with very large effect, which are not necessarily the most commonly involved during invasions (Dlugosch et al. 2015) ; indeed adaptation depending on many genes with small effect preferentially occur by minute changes in allele frequency at each locus rather than sharp selective sweeps at a few (Le Corre and Kremer 2012). Unfortunately, lifehistory traits, which are likely to be under selection and usually harbor large genetic variances (Houle 1992) , including in invasive populations (Facon et al. 2008) , are usually affected by many loci. For this reason, an important class of adaptations may leave little trace in genome scans. Increasing genome coverage is unfortunately not a solution, and the only way to detect these evolutionary changes is through traditional measures in common garden and/or reciprocal transplant experiments.
Global F st patterns, weak or strong, predominantly reflect how invasion history has shaped neutral variation. Outlier loci are in principle expected to reflect deviations from these neutral patterns. However, in practice, this inference will be valid only if the neutral expectation is correct. If relevant source populations are not included, then deviations might reflect long-established differences between the true source populations (not sampled) and the closest native population sampled, rather than recent evolution during invasion. A thorough exploration of the area of origin is therefore required. At first glance, the weak structure of many marine populations is an advantage as it should limit the impact of misidentifying the source population. However, F st scans will often highlight precisely the few loci that show some significant structure in the native area. We are only starting to uncover many previously undescribed transition zones or barriers to gene flow in marine organisms; many of these barriers are visible only on small chromosomal regions associated with reproductive incompatibilities that resist introgression during secondary contacts (Riginos and Cunningham 2007; Gosset and Bierne 2013; Fraïsse et al. 2014; Roux et al. 2014; Bouchemousse et al. 2015; Fraïsse et al. 2016) . Such genomic regions can form islands of differentiation that have high chances to stand out as outlier loci-as exemplified by the Crepidula dataset discussed above (Riquet et al. 2013 ). In such cases, irrespective of how densely the genome is covered, the limiting factor is often the geographic coverage of the native range.
The overall impression left is 1 of cautious optimism. Nextgeneration sequencing (NGS) allows considerable increase in the number of loci, which may vastly improve the ability to detect evolutionarily relevant genetic change but is far from a panacea. Simple principles can certainly increase the efficiency of F st scans. The first and most important is certainly to increase geographic coverage of the area of origin; unfortunately, typing more populations means typing more individuals. To that aim techniques such as transcriptome sequencing or RAD-seq are probably not the most costeffective, because although they produce many loci, many of them are not polymorphic (wasting some sequencing effort) and it is hard to multiplex many individuals while maintaining reasonable coverage. A better option might be to use a first round of sequencing on a small subset of diverse individuals to define primer pairs flanking many polymorphic SNPs, and later type many individuals by amplicon sequencing, as highly multiplexed PCRs are now possible. This strategy (referred to as GT-seq for Genotyping-in-Thousands by Sequencing) is illustrated in a recent study by Campbell et al. (2015) , who were able to genotype 2,068 individuals of steelhead trout at 192 loci in a single HiSeq lane. Although the number of loci remains well below that provided by RAD-seq, this technique goes in the right direction by (in principle) allowing control over how the effort is distributed between number of individuals and number of loci-and, as we have seen, there is probably more to gain by increasing the number of individuals, a conclusion also reached in by other recent population genomics studies (Benestan et al. 2015) .
Still, a large fraction of the SNPs highlighted by F st scans will probably resemble the Crepidula case, i.e., uncover previously overlooked transition zones or barriers to gene flow that divide the regional gene pool into distinct clusters, rather than recent adaptive changes in gene frequency accompanying invasions. Although this might seem disappointing, we believe that this is actually a great opportunity to gain better knowledge of the evolutionary dynamics of marine populations. In the context of marine NIS, introductions will probably create lots of novel secondary contacts (situation D in Box 1). Such situations provide the opportunity to study the interplay of adaptation, reproductive isolation, and physical obstacles to gene flow during the early phase of such contacts. This is inaccessible in the native range, where most secondary contacts are old (e.g., due to post-glacial movements). Accordingly, an hitherto unexploited possibility is to perform temporal sampling in new contact zones created by NIS and perform scans to detect outlier loci at which allele frequencies dramatically change in time (or on the contrary resist introgression in time) rather than across space.
Finally, HTS may be used to study adaptive processes in other ways than through simple F st scans. First, environmental variables can be measured in natural populations and genome-wide association studies (GWAS) undertaken to extract loci whose allele frequency are particularly well correlated with them (as in, e.g., Fournier-Level et al. 2011) . One pitfall of this method is that hybrid zones naturally tend to settle on sharp ecotones of environmental gradients, reflecting a coupling between different kinds of barriers to gene flow, both endogenous and environmental-driven (Bierne et al. 2011) . Therefore, as for F st scans, GWAS must rely on a detailed knowledge of the geographical genetic structure and of barriers to gene flow in the native range. Finally, the challenges outlined here recommend more systematic use of common-garden or transplant designs to measure genetic differentiation at sets of candidate traits. HTS approaches, especially transcriptome studies, may here again be of great utility. Quantification of transcript copy number through sequencing or microarrays can potentially provide thousands of interesting phenotypes among which to look for signs of adaptation. The efficiency of such phenotypic scans will however depend on our ability to rigorously exclude phenotypic plasticity as a source of quantitative differences, which requires careful common-garden studies. A good example is the recent study of Sussarellu et al. (2015) revealing differential transcriptomic expression between 2 populations in a common garden experiment. A great advantage of such techniques is that they tend to relieve biases associated with the genetic architecture of traits.
Conclusions
Twenty years of marine invasion genetic studies have illustrated the usefulness of genetic tools for addressing a wide variety of issues, ranging from identification of introduced populations to understanding the evolutionary dynamics of the invasion process. These tools have clearly revealed the extent to which cryptogenesis and crypsis cloud our assessments of non-native biogeography; have heightened our awareness of the complex relationships between propagule pressure, genetic variation, and the demographic processes of colonization; and offered early hints at the potential for introduced populations to adapt rapidly to novel environmental conditions. However, more complete understanding of these facets of marine invasion biology requires more advanced genetic tools, and the advent of HTS and associated analytical methods offers new opportunities to further explore these themes. Metabarcoding studies have already intimated at novel means of better assessing marine species distributions, with corresponding improvements in our capacity to resolve the provenance of poorly studied taxa; genomic tools for delineating species boundaries will further enhance our understanding of the degree to which species introductions have shaped marine communities. Population genomics offers compelling new approaches for understanding the role of genetic diversity in the success of introduced populations, by improving reconstructions of invasion history and better describing the genomic consequences of range expansion and intraspecific admixture. Those same tools also promise to generate new empirical evidence for rapid evolutionary change associated with marine invasions, and to provide deeper understanding of the genetic mechanisms underlying such change. All of these advanced will be buoyed by the tremendous increase in the number of loci available through HTS, as well as accessibility of entire new categories of genetic markers (e.g., neutral vs. linked to selected loci, increased use of rare variants, etc.) and increasingly sophisticated analytical tools designed to take advantage of these new data (e.g., genome mapping, Bayesian analyses). Although we have explored here the relevance of these new tools primarily to 3 central themes in marine invasion genetics, the applications are myriad. For instance, HTS may be used to address how the native species and native communities are responding to the invaders; it is equally important to turn the looking glass the other way to understand the fate of biological invasions. It is also critical to reinforce the importance of traditional tools in future research that leverages HTS. Integrated taxonomic assessments for resolving cryptic species issues, rigorously designed sampling strategies to facilitate sourcing of invasive populations, dedicated archiving of temporal DNA samples and reference data to support temporal analysis of genetic changes throughout the invasion process, and incorporation of standard experimental quantitative trait analysis to thoroughly investigate evolutionary dynamics are all critically important to move marine invasion genetics successfully into its next phase.
